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Night Fishing for Walleyes
                         by
               Ted Takasaki

Walleye pro Mark Martin
spends hours studying a
few walleyes he keeps

in an aquarium at home.
“They’ll eat when the lights are on
once in a while,” Martin said
recently at the Masters Walleye
Institute in suburban
Chicago. “But it sounds
like a washing machine
after dark.”
For the 1990 Profes-
sional Walleye Trail
champion, his captives’
tendency toward
nocturnal feedings
confirm something he
learned from his
grandfather years ago -
nighttime is a great
time to hunt walleye.
Experience shows big
walleye become more
vulnerable after dark
because they may feel
more secure when they
can take advantage of
their exceptional
eyesight to prowl their
watery world for prey.
And, chasing walleyes
under the stars may be
better for anglers, too -
it’s a good way to
escape the crowds on
heavily-used lakes.
But when is the best
time to learn where to
look for nighttime
walleye?

“In the daytime,” said Martin.
“You’re going to learn far more
about night fishing when the sun is
shining than you ever will at night.
“If you think you are going out after
dark and use your electronics and a
map to find fish, good luck, ‘cause

that’s not going to happen. It’s in
the daytime you can best learn all
the idiosyncrasies of the structure -
the points, the sunken islands, the
inside turns, the rip rap and how
it’s laid in there.”
Nighttime fishing is shallow fishing.

You are going to be
working in 15 feet or
less. It’s a dangerous
time to learn about
submerged hazards.
Consider using glow in
the dark marker buoys
or ones with lights
attached to help follow
contours when you
return later.
Homework done, the
real fun begins when
the sun goes down.
Begin at main lake
points that go all the
way from the shoreline
to deep water. If there
are fish on them during
the day, even more will
be there at night. And,
the bigger the structure,
the better. Bigger
structure holds more
fish.
Use your sonar to look
for fish. If you don’t see
any, move to your
second spot, then your
third. Keep moving and
looking until you find a
concentration of wall-
eyes.
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FREE gift from Ted with every order!!
Get your copy today!

Send $19.99 + $3.00 S&H to:
Ted Takasaki

1281 Sun Valleye Drive
East Gull Lake, MN  56401

(Minnesota Residents add $1.30 sales tax - $24.29 total)

     Ted Takasaki's Newest Video - Just Released
                      Techniques of a Champion
                                          With Ted Takasaki
                                1998 In-Fisherman PWT Champion

Great Offer!!
Order the Champion's video package (all three of Ted's Videos;

Trophy Walleye Tactics, Top Gun Walleye Tips and the brand
new Techniques of a Champion for the special price of $45.99

($60.00 value) plus $6.00 shipping & handling

Learn the techniques Ted used to capture the coveted
$100,000 PWT Championship in this Brand NEW, Action

Packed 60 minute video!!

“I could have the best spot where I
caught 30 fish the night before and
go the next night and not see any
fish. Most people I know would
just go right on fishing it. They fish
memories for two or three hours.
But I have enough spots that I can
keep going ‘til I find them.”
Keep your lure 1- to 3- feet off the
bottom to detect strikes better.
Walleyes bite extremely light at
night. If always running your bait
right on the bottom or through
weeds, you’d set the hook on
everything or become complacent
and never set the hook at all. But
when you know your bait is
running free above most obstruc-
tions, the slightest tick brings a
solid hookset. It’s an instinctive
reaction. The rod comes forward
even before his brain registers the
strike.
Good electronics and the first few
fish tell you what depth most
walleye are holding. Usually, they
are part of what Martin terms a
“breakline pileup.”
“You have fish coming out of the
deep, you have fish coming out of
the shallows all night long. Fish
coming from the deep hit the
breakline and meander along it a
little ways before they go shallow.
Same goes for shallow fish which
pause at the breakline before
moving on. That goes for walleye,
bass, musky or pike, any kind of
predator fish. They are stopping
there going either way.”
When you reach the end of a
structure, continue on a short
distance, letting your bait travel out
to fish which may suspend nearby.
With a transducer on the
bowmounted electric to trace

Lake Erie
 Smallmouth
 by Mark Hicks.

Learn how and where the
experts catch smallmouth

bass throughout Lake Erie.

Includes 41 detailed fishing
maps!  Send $14.95 plus $3.50
shipping.  (Ohio residents add
$0.93 sales tax)
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